[Effect of amino acid substitutions in the polypeptide chain of DNA-polymerase on manifestation of the mutator effect].
Thin map of gene 43, controlling the synthesis of T4 DNA polymerase, is obtained by mapping experiments performed with 39 amber mutants, and is used for analysis of the sites of DNA polymerase gene from the point of view of displaying the mutator effect. The mutant sites studied possessed different reaction on amino acid substitutions in the polypeptide chain of the enzyme. Most of sites of the DNA polymerase gene, with the exception of two "supersensitive", responsed only on the apparent type of the amino acid substitutions: the mutator effect of amber mutations, which are located at these sites, was exhibited only in the case of insertion of the definite amino acid in the respective point of polypeptide chain. The proposed system of amber mutations for studying the mutator effect, allowed the authors to obtain the data on the effect of concrete alterations in the polypeptide chain of the enzyme on the development of its mutator properties.